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About

The Energy & Climate Intelligence Unit (ECIU) is a non-profit organisation supporting informed debate 

on energy and climate change issues in the UK. Britain faces important choices on energy and on 

responding to climate change, and we believe it is vital that debates on these issues are underpinned 

by evidence and set in their proper context.
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Executive summary
Expensive and volatile fossil fuels are spurring electrification 
of the world’s energy system, which is being achieved with 
ever-faster deployment of ever-cheaper renewables, driven by 
investment and deployment in the world’s biggest – and biggest 
emitting – economies. 

This will bring energy bills down, as consumers also benefit from 
falling payback periods for installing rooftop solar, now just under 
six and a half years. Payback periods for solar combined with 
battery storage are also falling rapidly, becoming more economic 
in some places even than standalone solar, given savings in use 
of power at other times. 

In the UK, utility scale solar combined with battery storage is 
already cheaper than generation by gas, offering a cheaper 
opportunity for managing intermittency and balancing the power 
grid.
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SOLAR POWER SURGE

Gas supply constraints pushed prices up in 2021 before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in 2022 

sent them soaring upwards, with prices remaining high and volatile since. High gas prices 

have driven the price of electricity upwards as well, as a result of continued reliance on gas 

to generate power and the way that electricity markets set power prices. Alongside high oil 

prices and supply issues, this global oil and gas crunch continues to spur electrification of the 

energy system, however, as renewable generation technology offers the most obvious means 

of ending reliance on oil and gas, and bringing prices down for consumers and businesses. 

• Futures markets indicate continued high and volatile oil, gas and power prices, linked to 

Covid-19 and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, at least until 2025.  

• By placing greater value on energy security and reducing cost, we expect accelerated 

investment in electrification of heating and transport, as well as in renewable power, as 

the cheapest source of electricity. 

• The political response to the energy price crunch is already leading to a massive jump in 

solar power installation in 2022, as a result of the European Union’s REPowerEU plan to 

reduce reliance on Russian gas, China’s solar installation rates, and now the U.S. Inflation 

Reduction Act. 

 
There is considerable global momentum behind solar with 2022 seeing by far the biggest 

absolute global increase in annual new-build solar power capacity on record, and the highest 

percentage increase in the annual market since 2011. 

• In Europe, the EU’s REPowerEU plan, passed May 2022, has required Bloomberg NEF to 

increase by 39% its previous projections for new-build solar growth from 2022 to 2030. 

Summer 2022 saw solar generate a record 12% of the European Union’s power (up from 

9% in summer of 2021), breaking records in 18 EU member states, and generating nearly 

a quarter of the Netherlands’ power and nearly a fifth of Germany’s. This displaced €29 

billion of gas for power generation. 

• The surge in solar is behind most of the increase in the International Energy Agency 

(IEA)’s largest ever upward revision of its renewable power forecast, with solar power 

capacity predicted to outstrip gas in 2026, and coal in 2027. 

• Roof-top solar power demand is surging. In Britain, for the first time, demand is surging 

not to beat a change in the subsidy regime, but because solar is now perceived as a 

mature and energy-secure inflation-hedge, and competitive technology.  

• Demand is also surging for residential battery storage, which will double this year in 
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Europe. Bloomberg has increased by 42% its expected demand for residential storage in 

2022, since announcement of the REPowerEU plan. 

Residential solar costs: payback periods in Britain and Germany are low and falling: 

• We find payback periods for roof-top solar power are below seven years in both Britain 

and Germany. Since solar panels last more than 25 years, these findings underscore 

large net savings over the lifetime of such installations.  

• We find an inflexion point is nearing where the cost of residential solar plus batteries 

is more economic than solar standalone systems. This cross-over, which we expect 

in the next three to four years in Germany, marks a potentially pivotal moment. Such 

combined systems offer households greater annual savings, more flexibility and greater 

independence from the grid, and therefore security of supply, while increasing the 

stability of electricity grids at large.

Utility-scale solar and battery storage in Britain is already cheaper than gas and so offers an 

opportunity for managing intermittency, as well as providing storage capacity that could be 

used by other generators and other services for that are of value to the system operator: 

• We estimate the levelised cost of energy LCOE today of utility-scale standalone solar 

in Britain at £54/MWh, and the LCOE of utility-scale solar plus battery storage at £82/

MWh (set to fall to £68/MWh in 2025 and under £66/MWh by 2026). Solar plus battery 

storage offers a more despatchable form of solar generation, able to match daily peak 

solar supply with peak demand, and therefore a better comparison with conventional 

despatchable power such as coal, gas, biomass and nuclear.  

• These findings confirm that ground-mounted solar farms are a mature technology 

which can comfortably compete with other low-carbon technologies, such as nuclear 

power, noting a UK government deal to pay the French utility EDF for electricity from 

the prospective Hinkley Point C nuclear power plant at a rate of £119.18/MWh in today’s 

prices (£92.50 in 2012). But they also compete – with, as well as without, battery storage 

– with pre-crisis BEIS forecasts for gas generation LCOE of £85/MWh for projects 

commissioning in 2025 (in 2018 prices).
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The global energy crunch

In this report, we explore the growth of solar power, both at the 
high level of global sales, costs and manufacturing capacity, and 
at the level of roof-top solar and utility-scale solar case studies, in 
Britain and Germany. 

The context for the report is an oil and gas price shock, which has 
seen higher and more volatile energy prices, throwing a greater 
focus on electrification and efficiency. This focus on electrification 
in turn will see an acceleration of investment in renewables, as 
the cheapest power source with the least political risk. 

The heightened trend to efficiency, electrification and renewables 
will add momentum to the global clean energy transition which 
is already well underway, as it becomes evident that cleaner and 
more efficient energy alternatives are also considerably cheaper 
and more reliable than volatile and expensive gas.
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We focus on Europe, as the region most impacted by higher and more volatile energy prices. 

Disruption of the energy economy is global, however, as a result of global competition in 

sea-borne markets in gas, coal and oil. Europe’s net energy imports are 55% of total energy 

demand, placing it halfway among other major importers such as China (21%), India (38%), 

Turkiye (72%) and Japan (84%). The difference in Europe is its dependence on Russia, and 

especially on a Russian gas supply now entirely under threat. 

In Europe, diversification into domestic renewables and electrification of the transport and 

heating sectors has become a strategic imperative. In the electricity sector, the International 

Energy Agency estimates that planned EU renewables investment (wind and solar) has 

the potential to reduce dependence on Russian gas significantly, by replacing most of the 

historical maximum 200TWh of gas-fired power from burning Russian gas annually, with 

180TWh of new renewables expected to be commissioned in the next two years. 

The present, immediate energy crunch is linked to live events, including the combined effect 

of Covid-19 and the Russian invasion of Ukraine. But we expect this era of energy volatility and 

elevated prices to last for several years, in line with energy markets expectations. The top chart 

in Figure 1 shows that prices for European gas delivered in 2024 (grey line) are lower than for 

delivery in 2022 (blue), but still nearly five times their level 12 months ago. The bottom chart 

shows that prices for UK power delivered in winter 2024/25 (grey) are four times their level 12 

months ago. We also see a permanent, disruptive impact from these higher prices, by driving a 

faster net zero transition.

Figure 1. Medium-term higher gas and power price expectations 

Dutch TTF gas prices 
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UK baseload power  

The bullish outlook for renewables in Europe has been supported by the European Union’s 

REPowerEU plan, passed in May 2022, with the goal of reducing and eliminating the bloc’s 

reliance on Russian gas. The plan sets new renewable energy targets through to 2030, with a 

prioritisation of solar over wind, as the fastest electricity generation technology to permit and 

build. 

Similarly, in the United States, the Inflation Reduction Act will drive a swathe of new 

investments into renewables and battery manufacture and deployment. And China’s very high 

rate of renewables installation is an important part of the story, with with their installed solar 

generating capacity representing a fifth of the total global capacity.



Solar power momentum

Solar capacity growth

Analysts expect 2022 to see by far the biggest absolute global 
increase in annual new-build solar power capacity on record, and 
the highest percentage increase in the annual market since 2011 
(lefthand chart, Figure 2 below). 

This jump in annual new-build capacity is driven by China and 
Europe, the latter especially following the EU’s REPowerEU plan. 

Analysis from Ember showed that solar generated a record 
12% of the European Union’s power over summer 2022. This 
was up from 9% in summer of 2021, and saw records broken in 
18 EU member states. Solar generated nearly a quarter of the 
Netherlands’ power and nearly a fifth of Germany’s and Spain’s. 
Overall, Ember calculate that this displaced €29 billion of gas for 
power generation. 

https://ember-climate.org/insights/research/record-solar-summer-in-europe-saves-billions-in-gas-imports/
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Quicker to build and deploy than wind, solar power – particularly rooftop solar – offers one 

of the fastest solutions to cutting demand for gas, alongside home insulation which reduces 

overall energy demand. This is why the surge in solar is behind most of the increase in the 

International Energy Agency (IEA)’s largest ever upward revision of its renewable power 

forecast, with solar power capacity predicted to outstrip gas in 2026, and coal in 2027 . 

According to S&P Global Commodity Insights, roof-top solar will hit a new, decade-long high 

this year, as a share of total installed capacity (bottom chart). 

Figure 2. Global annual new installed capacity, gigawatts (GW)

Historical, GW, 2007-2022

Source: Bloomberg NEF

Roof-top versus ground-mounted, GW, 2017-2026

Source: S&P Global Commodity Insights

https://www.iea.org/reports/renewables-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/renewables-2022
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The rapid demand growth indicated above is driving massive investment in manufacturing of 

the core ingredient of solar panels – polysilicon – which should enable continuing solar power 

cost reductions. 

As of August 2022, new announced, planned or under-construction annual production totalled 

2,445 kilo tonnes (kT), according to Bloomberg NEF (Figure 3 below); equivalent to 940 GW 

generating capacity. That is nearly four times the new installed capacity in 2022, of 251 GW 

(Figure 2 above).

Figure 3. Announced, planned and under construction polysilicon capacity, by company name

The EU’s REPowerEU plan has forced analysts to re-draw their projections for solar power 

growth, this year and through 2030 (Figure 4 below) – especially for residential roof-top solar. 

In its most recent projection, Bloomberg NEF has increased by 39% the projections it made 

earlier this year for growth in all new-build solar from 2022 to 2030 (bottom chart). It has made 

similar, slightly smaller, changes to its projections for utility-scale solar – i.e. large, ground-

mounted solar farms (top chart).
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Figure 4. Changes to Bloomberg NEF solar forecasts in Europe, following the REPowerEU plan

New-build utility-scale solar, GW

Source: Bloomberg NEF

New-build roof-top solar, GW

 

Source: Bloomberg NEF
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Focus: residential rooftop solar 
growth and costs
Solar capacity growth

Roof-top solar installed costs have risen slightly this year, but 
these rises are against a backdrop of massive cost deflation in the 
prior decade (see Figure 5 below). 

The recent cost increase is due both to supply chain disruption, 
as a result of the covid-19 pandemic and Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine, and a hike in consumer demand in the wake of the 
energy price crunch. 

The latter has led households in Europe, especially, to invest in 
energy savings and energy security, in response to sky-rocketing 
prices for grid power. 
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Actual installed costs in 2022 range from $1-3/kW, depending on the market, according to 

Bloomberg NEF analysis of selected countries (top chart). Bloomberg BNEF also estimates 

indicative “benchmark” cost of the main components of roof-top solar installations (bottom 

chart). This benchmark cost analysis shows that the main costs today are engineering 

procurement and construction (EPC) i.e. labour costs, and the inverter and other non-module 

(solar panel) material costs.

Figure 5. Residential roof-top solar costs, 2007-2022, $2021

Full installed cost, selected countries, $/W

“Benchmark” component costs, $/W

Source: Bloomberg NEF

Drilling down into our main case study country, Britain, the UK government publishes data 

for the number of roof-top solar installations and reported installed cost. These data show 

that demand has surged since covid-19, and especially since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. For 

the first time, surging demand is not because of an imminent change in the subsidy regime 

(it is now subsidy-free), but instead as a result of consumer concern over grid power prices 

and perceived energy insecurity, seeing solar power as an inflation-hedge and shield against 

blackouts. 
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Figure 6 below shows that as of March 2022, monthly total of new installations passed the level 

set in March 2019, when installations surged to beat the end of the long-running feed-in tariff 

scheme. However, this recent surge in demand for solar installations is also leading to rising 

installation costs, as demand out-strips supply. 

Figure 6. UK roof-top solar installations up to 4kW: monthly average 

number of installations and cost per kW, financial year 2013/14 to 2021/22

 

Source: UK government statistics

http://UK government statistics
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Focus: residential battery storage

Battery storage fits many electricity system applications, both at 
the residential and utility scales. At the utility scale, for example, 
battery storage roles include the provision of balancing services 
to grid system operators to maintain stability, such as fast-acting 
frequency response. At the residential scale, storage can shift 
surplus solar power for use in the peak demand period after 
sunset, for example for lighting, cooking, electric heating, hot 
water and other electrical loads. 

In this way, battery storage increases the proportion of solar 
power that is consumed by the household (thus reducing imports 
of power, currently expensive due to the gas crisis), instead of 
exporting solar power to the grid that is paid for by utilities at 
a steep discount to the grid power price. Increasing this so-
called self-consumption rate is critical in further improving the 
economics of solar power, and battery storage can play a big part 
as costs fall. 
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In Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA), Bloomberg NEF expects annual new-build 

residential battery storage nearly to double in 2022 (Figure 7, top chart), and for the first time, 

for cumulative capacity of residential battery storage to surpass utility-scale storage (bottom 

chart). 

Figure 7. EMEA battery storage capacity growth, 2010-2022, MWh

Annual new-build

Cumulative capacity

Source: Bloomberg NEF
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This rapid growth, especially in residential battery storage, is mostly based off the new, much 

more rapid growth in solar power now expected as a result of the REPowerEU plan (see 

previous section). Roof-top solar power and residential battery storage are natural partners, 

to increase solar self-consumption rates. As for roof-top solar growth projections, the rapid 

growth in residential battery storage has seen forecasters overhaul even recent projections. 

Bloomberg NEF has increased its expectations for new-build residential storage in Europe to 

3.4GWh in 2022, up from 2.4GWh according to its previous forecast earlier this year, based off 

expected growth this year in certain countries, such as Germany and Italy (see Figure 8 below).

Figure 8. Changes to Bloomberg NEF residential 2022 battery storage forecasts, following the 

REPowerEU plan

Annual new-build storage in Germany, MW

Annual new-build storage in Italy, MWh

Source: Bloomberg NEF
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Residential solar with batteries:  
payback periods

Roof-top solar can make a significant difference to domestic 
energy savings, especially from February to October. The 
addition of small, cheap batteries improves self-consumption 
rates, a critical factor in the economics of residential solar. 

In this section, we measure the cost of roof-top solar and energy 
storage using payback periods, where we calculate the number 
of year that it takes for solar power income, for example from 
electricity bill savings and export tariffs, to pay off the upfront 
cost. 

We undertake this analysis in Britain and Germany, basing our 
data and assumptions off conversations with local developers and 
Bloomberg NEF (see Appendix). 
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Britain 

UK payback periods for roof-top solar are shown in Figure 9 below. Payback periods are below 

seven years over the next decade. We find payback periods only fall slowly, however, as annual 

price reductions in solar modules and batteries are largely offset by falling grid power prices 

and solar export tariffs, in real terms, from today’s very high levels; this reduces the savings 

available to households. We note that solar panels have a lifespan of more than 25 years, 

however, and as a result will generate a positive net income, including the upfront cost, every 

year after the payback periods shown in Figure 9. 

Clearly, solar plus battery systems have a higher upfront cost than standalone solar, but 

also greater savings because the battery further reduces use of more expensive grid power. 

Whether or not a combined system has lower payback periods than standalone solar depends 

on the balance between these greater upfront costs and greater savings. 

We find that payback periods for solar systems combined with battery storage are now nearing 

the economics of stand-alone solar systems. Such combined solar-battery systems may now 

be more attractive than standalone solar, especially where households want to proof against 

future grid power prices rises, since battery storage allows a far greater use of self-generated 

solar power. The improving economics of battery storage is an important development, since 

such combined systems offer households more flexibility and greater independence from the 

grid, and security of supply, and give grid system operators greater electricity system stability. 

Figure 9. UK residential roof-top solar power and battery payback periods, years, 2022-2033

Stand-alone solar
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Solar plus battery storage

Germany
 
We find that payback periods are very similar in Germany to Britain, However, combined solar-

battery systems are far more economic, as shown in Figure 10 below. We can attribute lower 

solar-battery payback periods mostly to the different structure of support for solar power. 

In Germany, customers are paid a small sum for the generation of solar power, which they 

receive regardless of whether they export this to the grid. In Britain, customers are only paid for 

exports of solar to the grid, an income which collapses when a battery system is added, since 

the household will now use the vast majority of its self-generated solar power. 

In Germany, solar-battery systems are now nearing the payback periods of standalone solar, 

and indeed will beat the economics of standalone solar in the next three to four years. We 

reinforce the point that we appear to be nearing an inflexion point where battery costs have 

fallen so far that combined systems now make more sense. Given the advantages in terms of 

household security of supply and grid stability, this development could be highly significant. 
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Figure 10. German residential roof-top solar power and battery payback periods, years, 2022-

2033

Stand-alone solar

Solar plus battery storage
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Utility-scale solar with batteries 
in Britain: levelised cost of energy 
(LCOE)

The economics of utility-scale solar is not so relevant to payback 
period analysis as with roof-top systems, given the different 
priorities of investors to make an economic return rather than 
to pay off upfront capital expenditure. In this case, we instead 
use levelised cost of energy (LCOE) analysis, which divides 
discounted total lifetime cost by discounted lifetime electricity 
generation, to estimate the cost per unit of electricity generation. 

One criticism of LCOE analysis as applied to variable renewable 
power has been that it does not take account of the cost of 
balancing the grid, when either wind or solar outputs are low 
or unavailable. All generation technologies have outages and 
downtimes, whether for repairs or more structural risks such as 
water cooling in the case of nuclear reactors. Solar power has a 
natural variability.
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If a solar project includes a battery in order to help  with grid balancing, then the combined 

system becomes more closely comparable with so-called baseload generation technologies, 

in terms of the availability of the despatched electricity. The storage could also be available to 

other generators, allowing the capacity to be utilised more often; and the batteries would be 

able to provide other services that are of value to the system operator. Our cost estimates for 

utility-scale solar are based off in-depth conversation with an actual solar farm development 

in southern England, validated by Bloomberg NEF data, while utility-scale battery costs 

are based on Bloomberg NEF benchmark data from an October 2022 industry survey (see 

Appendix for details). 

We present our findings in Tables 1 and 2, in the format of sensitivity analysis, to understand 

the impact on LCOE of varying the cost of debt and the upfront capex of the solar and 

battery. In Table 1, the yellow cell indicates our baseline estimate of LCOE for standalone solar 

today, at £54/MWh. This compares very favourably with competing, new-build low-carbon 

technologies, for example noting a deal to pay EDF for electricity from the prospective Hinkley 

Point C nuclear power plant at a rate of £119.18 in today’s prices (£92.50/ MWh, 2012 prices). 

New nuclear in the UK is particularly expensive; however the LCOE also compares well with 

gas generation. BEIS, before the Russian invasion of Ukraine drove gas prices up dramatically, 

forecast LCOE for gas generation to by £85/MWh for projects commissioning in 2025 (in 2018 

prices) . 

Our sensitivity analysis shows the expected reduction in generation costs as capex falls over 

time, adapting Bloomberg NEF deflation rates. We also show the significant impact of varying 

the cost of debt financing, relevant to today’s rising interest rate environment. 

Table 1. LCOE sensitivity analysis, utility-scale solar in southern Britain

Cost of debt, % Solar capex, 
£/W

Year expected
(BBG NEF)

LCOE, £/
MWh

3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0% 7.0%

51.9 53.2 54.4 55.7 56.9 0.621 2022

52.8 0.551 2023

51.7 0.507 2024

51.1 0.483 2025

50.7 0.462 2026

Table 2 conducts a similar analysis, this time for utility-scale solar and battery combined. 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetary-policy/inflation/inflation-calculator 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/911817/electricity-generation-cost-report-2020.pdf 
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We add the cost of 30MWh battery, suitably sized to store about four hours of solar from the 

associated solar farm. Our baseline finding is an LCOE of £82/MWh, for such despatchable 

solar power today. 

The sensitivity analysis indicates a rapid cost reduction based on future capex assumptions 

provided in the Appendix. Once again, the comparison with Hinkley Point C is favourable, and 

especially relevant as this time we are comparing nuclear baseload (24/7) power with “firm” 

solar power. But the comparison with gas generation (£85/MWh for projects commissioning in 

2025) is also still favourable, especially when compared with the forecast 2025 number from 

the table below, of £68.10/MWh for solar + battery with the 2025 – falling further to £65.70 in 

2026.

Table 2. LCOE sensitivity analysis, utility-scale solar and battery storage in southern Britain

Cost of debt, % Solar 
capex, 
£/W

Battery 
capex,
£/KWh

Year expected
(BBG NEF)

LCOE, £/
MWh

3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0% 7.0%

78.0 79.8 81.6 83.2 85.2 0.621 281 2022

75.3 0.551 257 2023

70.9 0.507 237 2024

68.1 0.483 219 2025

65.7 0.462 205 2026
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Appendix: assumptions
We follow these assumptions, in our energy cost analysis from 2022-2033: 

Roof-top solar & battery installed costs: for payback period analysis

Britain: 

• Residential power prices: In 2022, we take the UK power price cap of 34/kWh. Through 

2033, we assume a fall to 24p/kWh in 2033 in real terms (34p in cash prices), as 

wholesale power prices fall and a domestic price cap is lifted.  

• Solar export tariffs: utilities are required to pay for exports of solar power to the grid, but 

only at significant discounts to grid power prices. In 2022, we apply a solar export price 

of £0.15/kWh, as actually provided by the utility, Octopus. Through 2033, we apply the 

same deflation rate to this export tariff as grid power.  

• Installed solar capital expenditure (capex): In 2022, we estimate full installed costs at 

£1.10/W, based off conversations with developers offering the most competitive deals in 

terms of equipment. We apportion these installed costs to solar module, BoS and EPC 

(which we define as “labour”), according to Bloomberg NEF estimates (21%, 36%, 43% 

respectively). Through 2033, we apply Bloomberg NEF benchmark annual changes for 

module, BoS and labour costs, indexed to our assumed inflation rate of 3%. We assume a 

VAT rate on capex of 5%. 

• Installed battery cost: In 2022, we assume a battery cost of £350/kWh, and adding a 

hybrid inverter and labour costs results in an all-in cost battery system cost of £750/

kWh, excl VAT. Through 2033, we deflate battery costs in line with the 18% long-term 

learning rate used by Bloomberg NEF, indexed to our RPI, and halve this deflation rate 

for BoS and labour costs. We assume a VAT rate on capex of 5%. 

Germany: 

• Residential power prices: In 2022, we assume a €38/kWh domestic power price, and 

then apply through 2033 the same deflation rate – in real terms – as in Britain. 

• Solar export tariffs: we assume an export tariff of 5 euro cents per kWh and a generation 

feed-in tariff of 9c/kWh. We reduce both in line with our deflation rate for domestic 

power prices.  

• Installed solar capital expenditure (capex): based on conversations with developers, 

we assume an installed cost of €1.50/kW in 2022. We apply the same deflation rates 

for solar capex through 2033 as in Britain. We assume VAT on solar income is written off 
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against capex.

• Installed battery cost: based on conversations with developers, we assume in 2022 an 

all-in battery system cost of €719/kWh, excl VAT. Through 2033, we deflate battery costs 

at the same rate as in Britain. 

• 

Utility scale solar installed costs (Britain only): for LCOE analysis 

Installed solar cost: 

• We base estimates for the cost of construction of a utility-scale solar farm in 2022 

off a conversation with a developer of a 20-30 MW solar farm, shortly to commence 

construction, validated by Bloomberg NEF data. Using these data, we estimate full 

installed capex of £0.62/W. These data were sourced bottom-up, from actual reported 

data for: site prep; land cost; EPC; grid connection; and developer margin. The result 

matched closely Bloomberg NEF benchmark capex data of $0.72/W in 2022.  

• We source actual annual O&M cost from the same developer, including: optimisation; 

cleaning of solar panels, fencing, hedging, mowing and parts replacement. The latter 

was determined as a replacement of the balance of system equipment after 15 years, 

deflated according to Bloomberg NEF data, and indexed to inflation.  

• We source the cost of financing according to assumptions of a WACC of 5.9%, a figure we 

also use to discount future cash flows, to calculate net present values for the calculation 

of the LCOE. 

Installed battery cost: 

• We select the 30MWh capacity of the battery, to be able to store 4 hours of solar 

generation from the accompanying solar farm. We base our estimates for battery costs 

from Bloomberg NEF’s latest benchmark survey, in October 2022, of $325/kWh. We 

base O&M costs off the replacement of the main system equipment after 15 years, 

deflated according to Bloomberg NEF data, and indexed to inflation. We apply the same 

financing costs and discount rate as for the solar farm. 

Other solar assumptions: 
• Degradation rate: 0.5% annually 

• Residential solar self-consumption rate: 30% solar standalone, solar plus battery, 86-94% 

(depending on battery capacity).

Other assumptions: 
• RPI through 2033: 3% 

• Annual household power consumption; in Britain: 2,900 kWh, in Germany: 3,400 kWh 


